Demand-side response resources refer to resources that can generate flexible responses based on various market trading mechanisms and price signals. At present, China's demand-side response resources are mainly called in planned methods. The market mechanism is not perfect, and the enthusiasm of demand-side response has not been fully mobilized. Based on the experience of foreign demand-side response participating in electricity market, this paper analyzes current situation of demand-side response resources in China and the problems faced by participating in market, then proposes trading mechanism for demand-side response participating in electricity market in three phases. Demand-side response can conduct short-term energy transactions with output curve in near-term, participate in spot market and auxiliary service market in medium-term, and participate in capacity market in long-term.
Introduction
Demand-side response resources include traditional flexible load resources, as well as new resources such as distributed power, electric vehicles, and energy storage. Electricity market is the basis and platform for demand-side response to be effectively implemented.
From the perspective of foreign countries, the demand-side response resources participate in electricity market mainly including energy market, auxiliary service market and capacity market. Foreign demand-side market mainly adopts aggregation management mode. Virtual power plant or load integrator aggregates demand-side response resources, and makes two-way decision on wholesale market and retail market.
Currently, China's demand-side response mainly uses traditional power-limiting methods, the price level lacks incentives. Market exploration is only carried out in a few areas. Drawing on foreign experience, efforts should be made to improve the demand-side management system and solve the problem of low utilization. In-depth development of demand response requires construction and improvement of power market mechanism, making full use of market supply and demand relationship, reflecting and transmitting price signals, and establishing a good signal feedback mechanism.
This paper analyzes current situation of demand-side response resources in China, summarizes the problems of demand-side response participating in market, then proposes the trading mechanism for demand-side response participating in electricity market, including energy market, auxiliary service market, and capacity market. This paper also designs the implementation path of China's demandside response participating in electricity market in near-term, medium-term and long-term.
Status Quo of Demand-side Response in China

China's Demand-side Response Resources and Market Participation Status
Distributed Power. By the end of 2018, the cumulative capacity of distributed photovoltaic power generation in SGCC's operating area had reached 50.1 million kilowatts, accounting for 29% of all photovoltaic installed capacity. Distributed photovoltaic power generation is mainly concentrated in the eastern and central regions, including 11 provinces such as Zhejiang with a cumulative installed capacity of more than 1 million kilowatts, Shandong and Jiangsu with more than 5 million kilowatts.
At present, distributed power supply adopts the transaction mode of "User self-use, all remaining send to the grid". The power grid enterprises purchase distributed power in full according to the benchmark price of thermal power, and users receive subsidies for renewable energy according to power generation. Although government has introduced policies related to market-based trading of distributed power generation, since it is difficult to verify the network charges, pilots for distributed power marketization have not yet launched. Electrochemical Energy Storage. By the end of 2018, China's electrochemical energy storage market had a cumulative installed capacity of 1033.7 MW, of which power side energy storage installed capacity accounted for 35%, grid side energy storage installed capacity accounted for 24%, and user side energy storage installed capacity accounted for 41%.
At present, power side energy storage is mainly used to smooth out fluctuations in output, improve the level of renewable energy consumption, and jointly participate in frequency auxiliary services. The user side energy storage mainly uses the peak-to-valley spread to achieve low-level energy storage and peak discharge on the user side. The grid side energy storage is used as the equipment for peaking the power grid, the main function is to enable the grid enterprises to obtain lower electricity purchase prices and higher electricity sales prices. The power supply side, grid side and user side energy storage lack a flexible price mechanism to participate in the market.
Electric Vehicles. By the end of 2018, the number of electric vehicles in China was 3.11 million, with 866,000 charging piles and 520,000 private charging piles. It is estimated that by 2020 and 2030, in the case of disordered charging, the peak load of electric vehicles in SGCC's operating area will increase by 13.61 million kilowatts and 153 million kilowatts.
At present, electric vehicles can participate in wholesale market transactions through service providers. But they only purchase electricity from the grid, and their own energy storage has not been fully utilized. With the maturity of VTOG technology, and the use of Vehicles Internet, the collection of energy storage resources can participate in electricity transactions during peak hours, which can better take advantage of electric vehicles.
Interruptible Load in Demand-side Management. By the end of 2018, seven provinces including Tianjin, Shandong, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Henan, and Jiangxi had issued demand response subsidies or interruptible load price policies. In 2018, demand response carried out for 16 times, with a single maximum response load of 1.68 million kilowatts and a cumulative response load of 6.04 million kilowatts.
On the basis of orderly electricity consumption and energy efficiency management, after years of pilot cultivating, China's user-side resource utilization has formed a system led by the government, implemented by power grid enterprises, encouraging users and load integrators to participate in demand-side management with subsidies. However, in promoting orderly response of flexible load resources, China's management methods mainly follow the traditional model, and control through fixed price compensation. The demand response is only explored and practiced in some provinces, and the guiding and arranging role of market mechanism has not been fully exerted.
With the development of new formats at the end of the grid and the construction of electricity market, the demands of demand-side response to participate in electricity market have gradually increased. The distributed power hopes to achieve "sales through the wall" by transactions with load nearby. Energy storage resources hope to participate in auxiliary service market and spot market as independent market players, providing peak-filling services and gaining benefits for the system. Electric vehicles hope to be charged at nighttime, and discharge during peak hours during the day to obtain the peak-valley profits. The load in demand-side management hopes to obtain more price incentives by participating in electricity market and actively adjust load resources according to market signals.
Problems of Demand-side Response Participating in Electricity Market
Demand-side response participating in electricity market helps to ease the peaking pressure and promote clean energy consumption. It also helps further improve electricity price mechanism and contribute to the development of new types of entities at the end of the grid. However, the enthusiasm of demand-side resources has not been fully mobilized in China for the following reasons:
First, the utilization of demand-side resources is still based on planning, the demand-side response is only explored and practiced in some provinces, the guiding and arranging role of market mechanism has not been fully exerted.
Second, the electricity price mechanism is incomplete, and a mature business model of demand response has not been formed. The demand-side resources are currently implemented in accordance with the compensation price set by the government, lacking a dynamic and flexible price mechanism.
Third, the electricity market mechanism, especially the demand-side market mechanism, is not perfect enough to fully reflect the commodity attributes of demand-side resources. At present, China's electricity market has only electric quantity trading, which cannot reflect the time value of electricity. Lack of demand-side market, the ability to flexibly control demand-side resources has not been fully utilized.
Trading Mechanism of Demand-side Response Participating in Electricity Market in China
Combined with the construction path of China's electricity market, it is divided into three phases of near-term, medium-term and long-term, respectively, to design the trading mechanism of demandside response. 
Trading Mechanism in Near-term
In the near future, it is suggested to focus on short-term energy transactions with output curve for demand-side response, and explore the establishment of a market system combining demand-side market and wholesale market.
Short-term Trading Mechanism in the Wholesale Market.
In near-term, demand-side resources mainly participate in energy market, carrying out short-term transactions based on the existing medium and long-term transactions.
a) Market function
On the basis of existing medium and long-term direct transactions, the trading period is shortened to weeks and days, to carry out demand-side short-term trading with output curve. By tracking to specific output curve, demand-side resources alleviate the peaking pressure of power grid, and promote effective consumption of renewable energy sources.
b) Trading varieties
The types of transactions that can be launched in near future include the following three types:
 Renewable energy transaction with predicted output curve. The transaction target is the whole wind power and photovoltaic power generation forecast curve issued by the power system. Considering that current effective forecast period for wind power and photovoltaic power generation is three days, the transaction period is D-2 days.
 Renewable energy transaction with curve determined by bilateral negotiation. The transaction target is the power curve determined by bilateral negotiation. The trading period is D-2 days, to trading energy from the next day to the end of the month.
 Energy storage transaction with response curve. The energy storage response curve is set according to the historical operation of power system. The energy storages select different trading products according to the charging and discharging conditions. c) Trading entity Eligible types of demand-side resources can be used to conduct short-term power transactions with renewable energy generators. The demand-side resources can be directly involved in transactions or traded by virtual power plant operators and load integrators. The load of aggregation management includes flexible load such as regenerative electric boiler, distributed power supply, user-side energy storage, electric vehicle charging pile, etc. By taking advantage of the demand-side management platform, the user's power consumption is adjusted to track the renewable energy generation curve to get lower trading price. Users, virtual power plant operators and load integrators need to use power according to the boundary of power generation curve. The power exchange center measures the deviation of actual power consumption curve monthly and conducts assessment.
The energy storage can carry out response transaction with the grid enterprise. The distributed energy storages and electric vehicles can aggregate and participate in the transaction through the energy storage cloud platform and the vehicle networking platform. The energy storages charge and discharge according to the boundary of planned curve. The energy storage cloud platform measures distributed energy storage and performs power management and price matching. The controllable load of the vehicle networking platform participate in response. The power exchange center measures the deviation of actual charge and discharge monthly and conducts assessment.
Demand-side Market Model. Demand-side market can adopt two modes: aggregation management and direct transaction. In aggregation management mode, virtual power plant operation entities or load integrators guide or control demand-side response by signing contract or setting a power price package. In direct transaction mode, distributed power, energy storage and power users carry out direct transactions in active distribution network, to achieve interaction between source, network, load and storage, and promote renewable energy on-site consumption. Two modes of demand-side market can be carried out simultaneously in the local grid.
a) Aggregation management mode The virtual power plant operation entity or load integrator can act as proxy of user load within the service area to actively participate in electricity market. As the middleman between wholesale market and demand-side market, the virtual power plant operation entity or load integrator can obtain adjustable ability by setting price package such as time-of-use electricity price, peak electricity price, or signing demand response contract such as interruptible load, emergency demand response with the agent users, as well as purchase electricity and auxiliary services through bidding in wholesale market. By making two-way decision on wholesale market and demand side, the virtual power plant operation entity or load integrator obtains the optimal decision-making plan for participating in electricity market. b) Direct trading mode In direct trading mode, a platform-based intelligent trading system is built in active distribution network, carrying out direct trading between distributed power and energy storage, power users, and promote local consumption of renewable energy. The trading period can be monthly, weekly, multiday, and so on.
 Distributed power direct transaction with users. According to historical operation and predicted output of power grid, different output curves are set according to the types of power generation. Power users can select different trading products according to their own load controllable conditions, trading through bilateral, listing, and centralized bidding. Power users use electricity according to the boundary of generation curve, and through market incentives.
 Distributed power direct transaction with energy storage. Analyzing and perceiving the trend of power generation in equilibrium area, the maximum power generation output curve for renewable energy sources is formulated. Notify and warn the difficult areas for renewable energy consumption in advance, and enable energy storage operators to directly trade with distributed power. Using the energy storage facilities' excellent translation characteristics of power curve, and millisecond-level output following performance, high-precision directed consumption of renewable energy is achieved.
Coordinated Operation Mechanism between Demand-side Market and Wholesale Market. a) Coordinated operation mechanism
For aggregation management mode, demand-side market connects with wholesale market by twoway decision of virtual power plant operation entity or load integrator. For direct trading mode, the trading timing and market space of demand-side market need to be coordinated with wholesale market. It is suggested that the demand-side market is carried out earlier than wholesale market, and the quantity and price formed by demand-side market are used as the boundary of wholesale market transaction.
b) Security check According to the principle of unified dispatching and hierarchical management, the dispatching organization provides available transmission capacity ATC of transmission network before transaction organization, and is responsible for security check and congestion management of the wholesale market and demand-side market. The distribution network checks the transaction results through capacity safety to ensure that the distribution network is not overloaded. c) Electricity price mechanism The transmission-distribution price of demand-side market is currently formed by the spread mechanism. With the increase of trade categories and scales, it is necessary to separately verify the transmission-distribution prices of different transaction types according to the principle of "permitted cost plus reasonable income".
Demand Side Response Resource Management. The demand-side response resources applying for registration to participate in electricity market must meet the following requirements:
First, provide basic technical parameters or power demand response capability test report issued by a qualified unit. Second, the response time, climbing rate, and adjustment range must be detected by the dispatching institution and meet the minimum requirements. Third is to have informationaware ability to meet the requirements of real-time curve measurement, data channel, deviation measurement and other information perception capabilities. Fourth, the entity user should have a credit rating and a performance bond, the virtual user should also present the agency contract and bear the performance risk of corresponding user.
Medium-term Demand-side Response Market Trading Mechanism
In medium term, the demand side response's trading period is further shortened, the trading is conducted in short-term or even spot-time. Demand-side response can choose as buyers or sellers in short-term market. Besides, demand-side response auxiliary service transaction mechanism will be established, encouraging demand-side response to participate in auxiliary service trading to enrich the system adjustment means.
Spot Market Trading Mechanism. After the spot market is established, the demand-side response can participate in spot market quotation. The market clearing price can effectively guide various users to adjust their own power usage behavior, and adjust the load to meet the day-ahead and real-time power balance. After receiving incentive signal, the demand-side response responds to the output power and obtains incentive compensation. The response performance is calculated by comparing with the pre-defined load baseline.
Auxiliary Service Market Trading Mechanism. The auxiliary services that demand-side response can provide include peak shaving, frequency and reserve. The demand-side response can participate in auxiliary service transaction by signing a bilateral contract with the dispatching institution or participating in centralized bidding. After the transaction is completed, the demandside response is scheduled according to the transaction result, and is settled according to auxiliary service market rule.
In the initial stage of auxiliary service market construction, it is possible to explore the establishment of a peak-cut and valley-filled auxiliary service market with simultaneous quotation on generation side and demand side, to mobilize the enthusiasm of all parties to participate in auxiliary services, and further reduce balance cost. The peak-cut and valley-filled auxiliary service market includes raising market and lowering market. The raising market is reserve market, which is realized by the increase of generating capacity and the reduction of load. The lowering market is the peakshaving market, which is realized by the reduction of generating capacity and the increase of load.
Long-term Demand-side Response Market Trading Mechanism
In long-term, demand-side response participate in energy market, auxiliary service market and capacity market. With the gradual enrichment of trading varieties in electricity market, it is necessary to explore the establishment of a capacity trading mechanism and use market-based means to guide the orderly development of power supply. Demand-side response can be used as the equivalent of installed capacity, participate in capacity market auctions or bilateral transactions, and provide stable reduce resources. Demand-side response can participate in capacity market and energy market simultaneously.
Conclusion
This paper describes current situation of demand-side response resources in China, analyzes the problems of demand-side response participating in electricity market, and proposes trading mechanism in near-term, medium-term and long-term. The following conclusions are drawn:
 The electricity market in China is not perfect enough to reflect the commodity attributes of demand-side resources, the guiding and arranging role of market mechanism has not been fully exerted.
 Demand-side response can conduct short-term energy transactions with output curve in nearterm, participate in spot market and auxiliary service market in medium-term, and capacity market in long-term.
 Demand-side market can adopt aggregation management mode and direct transaction mode. The demand-side market's trading timing and market space need to be coordinated with wholesale market.
 Demand-side response resources applying for participating in electricity market must have enough regulation ability, information-aware ability, and financial ability.
